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SNOW Fox Imports offers

well-made riflescopes under the
Arctic Fox brand name. They
include scopes for airguns,
hunting, target and tactical
shooting ald compact scopes for
smaller rifles. Snow Fox Imports
operates with a philosophy of
offering a product representing
"the best value for money."

Many hunters simply cannot
afford, nor want to pay a
premium $1000-$200O-plus for
a riflescope. They just need a

well-priced dependable optic

with a bright, clear sight
picture. It was for these rank
and file shooters that the
Arctic Fox line was developed.
The new R-Series has optics
that are claimed match the
market's premium brand
scope's performance. The
fl agship 6-36x56 Precision
Long Range (PLR) model,
which sells for $690 is truly an
impressive instrument with all
the bells and whistles.

Now the PLR, once unpacked
was monstrous. It weighs 810
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grams, is 396mm Iong and
B0mm wide at the turrets.
Sporting a matte black finish it
appears to be well-designed and
nicely made, but a hunting
scope it is not. \Alhy would
anyone want such a behemoth
when there's a 2-12x44 arrd a

3-18x50 in the R-series that are

Iighter and more compact?
Anyway, 12x or 1Bx is about as

much power that's practical for
use in the hunting field.

The heart of the 6-36x56 is a

rugged 35mm main tube
machined from premium-grade
aircralL aluminium with
Cardan joint design, offering
increased strength and a
broader light path from the
objective to the ocular
compared with one-inch tubes.
Its hard anodised matte finish
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is durable and the Emerald
fully multi-coated lenses and
Iarge 56mm objective lens
guarantees the high lighl
transmission necessary for
uitra-high magnification. But a
scope's brightness is Iargely
dependent on the size of its exit
pupil. Due to its 56mm
objective, the 6-36x has an exit
pupil of only 1.5mm at 36x.
This is dim and impractical in
prime hunting times at dawn
and dusk, but one can alwavs
crank the power down to
increase brightness.

A large objective is less
important than quality glass

and lens coatings for good Iight
transmission and resolution
and the Arctic Fox provides
clear, bright image. The lens
design, glass quaiity, polishing
and lens coatings utilised on this
R-Series is hard to fault. Along
withimpressive light
transmission the colour rendition
is also accurate, being very
neutral. I was Very impressed
with the resolution of the Arctic
Fox R-Series 6-36x56mm.

At 396mm length and 6x
erector assembly, the lenses
more easily transmit light,
yielding better image quality.
The length also yields greater
depth of field, requiring fewer
parailax adjustments,
important if you switch targets
over different ranges.

The ocular housing is
A-shaped equipped with
45-degree flats on either side
with abattery compartment on
the left flat and three
illumination buttons for the
red, green and blue tri-colour
reticle on the right. Nestled in a

Vee cutout on top is a bubble
level to ensure the reticle is
square with the bore and not
canted. The ocular features a

quicl<-focus eyepiece providing
+/-2 diopters of adjustment.
Field ofview shrinks from 16.8

feet at 100 yards on 6x to 2.8 feet
at 100 yards on 36x. And the
magnification ring adjusts
smoothly, going from 6x to
36x in a little over 180

degrees rotation.

1,110 MoA
adiu-stments
combine with
20 MoA full
turret
revolutions."

Designed for the serious
long-range shooter, the PLR
sports high-profile target-style
knobs for windage and
elevation with QTA (Quick
Tactical Adjustment) system
that can Iock settings against
accidental movement. thO
MoA adjustments combine
with 20 MoA fuII turret
revolutions. On the left side of
the turret assembly is a side
focus parallax adiustment
knob, adjusting from 15 yards
to infinity and is easiiy
adjusted whilst you are looking
through the scope. Eye-relief
varies from 3.9-4.2 inches
allowing plenty of latitude on a
heavy recoiling rifle. To ensure
reliability, it's waterproof,
fogproof and shock proof,
100-percent Argon gas filled
with an O-ring seal.

My review model sported
Arctic Foxes RXR tri-colour,
glass-etched illuminated
reticle and sporting two
functions: Quick Targeting
Round Circle and range
estimation. With a dot in the
centre of a circle it enables
fine aim to be taken at distant
objects. Once you locate your
target, say a deer, and get the
circle surrounding the vital
area, the small dot allows
precision bullet placement.

Electronically illuminated
reticles usuaiiy have rheostats
so you can vary brightness.
When darker, you need less
illumination for reticle
contrast, but brilliant sunshine
floods out the glow of all but

the strongest of lighted reticles.
This RXR reticle really lights
up, but the intensity can be
varied by pushing in and
releasing the button until the
desired level ofbrightness is
achieved. To turn the
illumination off, one only has
to hold the button in, however,
if you forget, it turns itself off
automatically to conserve
battery life.

Featuring fully multi-coated
lenses, this Arctic Fox provides
a bright image with good
colour rendition, but Iooking
towards the sun some internal
flare was noted, which is only
to be expected from a scope in
this price class.

Problematic reticle shift is a

recurring issue in second focal
plane variable-power scopes,
particulariy inexpensive ones.
Now reticles located in the first
focal plane give you no shift at
all from low to high power.
!\4ren the magnification in first
plane scopes changes, the point
of impact never shifts, but the
reticle changes size as the
target image does, so that the
relationship remains constant.
The main drawback to a first
plane reticle is that it as it
grows in thickness, it blots out
small targets or aiming points,
any time time you want
precision for long shots.

I tested for reticie slop by
firing three shots each on low,

middle and high magnifications.
Group centres were no further
apart than halfthe spread ofthe
average group, which told me
that shift was insignificant, not
enough to worry about. Another
good feature ofthis 6-36x: the
magnification ring turns
smoothly but not easily which
indicates a tight fit of all moving
parts. This is desirable in a
variable scope since arry slop in
the erector tube can result in a
shift in point of impact.

Elevation and windage
adjustments on scopes consist
ola screw on the top and
another on the right side of the
erector tube. Inside the scope,
tensioning the erector tube
against these screws is a
spring or two. Turning these
screws in and out shifts the
tube sideways or up and

I Despite having high
I magnification the scope has
long eye relief of 3,9 to 4.2 inches.

60TA {0uick Tactical
ZAdjustment) system has
graduations clearly marked and
once set can be locked in place.

Bodytube is 35mm in diameter. The
Arctic Fox 6-36x56 comes with
mounts that attach to a Picatinny
rail. lt's ideally suited for this heavy
target rifle. The Arctic Fox 6-36x56
comes with mounts that attach to a

Picatinny rail. lt's ideally suited for
this heavy target rifle.
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down. But on many
inexpensive scopes, the
springs are often weak, and
the reticle may not move or
may jump suddenly after the
dial is turned. The erector
tube may also shift during
recoil. To negate this effect,
Arctic Fox developdd a pin
tumbler recoil coil spring
system to better absorb recoil
shocks and offer resistance to
reticle shift.

I mounted the 6-36x56 on a
heavy barrel Savage .308 and
proceeded to give it a good
workout. Methodically
wringing the scope out on a

target, I checked its
adjustments and found both
windage and elevation to be
accurate and repeatable.

The RXR glass-etched reticle
is placed in the second focal
plane. That has an advantage
but also a disadvantage.
Ranges are usually given for
each hash mark at maximum
magnification, but in this unit
10x is circled on the power

ring. This along with the
unusual 1/10" clicks p:uzzles
me somewhat.

The RXR reticle has an open
centre with a small dot in the
middle for precision work as

well as 2 MoA subtensiorrs
along the horizontal wire for
precise windage holds. The
vertical crosswire subtends 2.5

MoA increments because most
will be dialling for elevation
anyway. The RXR favours all
those MoA-based shooters who
happen to find Mil dots too
complicated, To simplify
things most shooters wiII use
inches for hash mark
subtensions. They think that
MoA is so close to inches it
won't prove critical. And in
truth, while it doesn't matter
much at short ranges, MoA is
inches times 1.047" which
means there would be a
difference of 27 yards at 600
yards which may result in a
wounded animal instead of a
clean kill.

To zero, Ioosen the lock
rings on each turret. Once
sighted-in, simply loosen the
cap with the Allen key
supplied, turn it to zero and
lock it in that position. From
there on you use the hash
marks for different ranges.
Snipers and competitors use
target turrets to dial for
holdover since they have
plenty of time. This is the

preferred method, but this is a
Iong range scope not a tactical
model and is limited to 20
MoA of movement rather than
the usual 9O-plus MoA for
tactical scopes. Ifthe game is
grazing undisturbed the
shooter has plenty of time to
loosen the lock ring and dial
the range. But when game
suddenly appears in the field
of view and there's little time
to aim hunters can use the
hash marks for hoidover. I've
found hunters do not care
much for tall target turrets and
generally prefer to use hash
marks exclusively. With this
RXR Quick Targeting reticle,
the game can be quickly
framed in the Round X circle
and the small centre dot used
to centre a vital spot.

No instructions came with
this scope, but many hash
mark reticles are designed for
specific cartridges and bullet
designs. Hunters are often told
to sight in for 100 or 200 yards,
and the hash marks will fall at
approximately 100-yard
intervals. According to a
diagram accompanying the
scope, the distance between
the wider hash marks is 5

MoA and z-ll2MoAbetween a

short and a long one.

Obviously, this hash mark
system can be made to work
for a family of cartridges
which follow the same
trajectory path. This is
the easiest way to go

about it. Once you know
the distance subtended
by each hash mark at
100 yards, draw a grid,
place it at 100 yards and
then determine the
amount subtended by
each hash mark by
shooting at it.

This is not a tactical
scope so there's hardly
any need to get too
technical. In any case

the average shooter is not
Iikely to own a

chronograph or ballistics
software. For the hunter
it's more practical to

shoot at 100 yard intervals out
to say, 500 yards and take heed
of the impact centre of five shot
groups. This wili glve you a
very good idea ofthe true hash
mark values.

Next select a kill zone circle
you want to hit. Say you are
hunting deer, you might decide
that you want to land your
bullets inside a kill zone
B-inches in diameter. You can
work out not only the exact
distance the bullet will hit on
the hash mark, but also at what
dlstance you will be 4 inches
above or below that point. This
is what I call Point Blank
Range in my reloading manual.

One thing you should bear
in mind though. With a rear
focai plane scope you can
become confused and miss a
target animal because the hash
marks change with different
power settings. So don't think
you can take aim at game at
10x and then wind the power
up or down.

AII in all, I was quite
impressed with the new Arctic
Fox. The line includes five
different models. In addition to
the 1- 6x2B and 6-36x56, there's
a2-12x44,4-24x56 anda
3-18x50. Each scope comes with
a set ofrings and a sunshade. I
only wish there were more than
two reticles available. EI

{! The scope's eyepiece houses

r)the battery compartment and a

bubble level for aligning the scope,
Bed, green and blue buttons are
for the tri-colour reticle.

, RGB RXR reticle is etched onIlg,u.r. 
Furry murrr-coateo renes

provide a clear, sharp image.
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